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:(Abstract)6). 6B13
،QR<Q ه ار69<  در6S"  ازT> در د!( واT( >=< *رد وO*ن ﯾ ا9 Pﯾ
$, م2! ا6#(  زCت زﯾد در اﯾ.(.@Q  و6= ط ه اﯾ دا3  وP.!  وP"W  هX(  و
 [ ﯾC( \- ت ﯾن, 6*  هﯾ   دY(T] و6   ط6S^ C *رده اﯾ.Yا
T ط.! C اﯾC( X(. <طQ  ﯾ[ ار6 Y)W C در اﯾ. و د دارد69< [ در ﯾ,. ا و,< ط.!
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:6).  ان#8 -٢

A multi-dimensional approach to the assessment of tunnel excavation methods
:(Abstract)6). 6B13

Selection of tunnel excavation method in rock calls for an exact assessment of
engineering geology as well as geotechnical conditions of the tunnel strike. Moreover,
uncertainties related to properties of engineering geology of rock often trigger
complexity. In order to select the best possible excavation technique, one needs to take
into account numerous operational, economic, environmental factors, and so forth.
Using a hybrid methodology, including multiple attributes decision-making techniques
and fuzzy set theory, the present study aims to evaluate the excavation methods of
tunnels. The proposed approach is based on fuzzy-AHP and TOPSIS methods where
the fuzzy-AHP determines weights of the criteria by decision makers in uncertain
environment and TOPSIS concludes rankings of the excavation methods. Finally, a
case study of Ghomroud project in Iran is presented to demonstrate the result of the
proposed methodology.

International Journal of Rock Mechanics & Mining Sciences :6S2

!م

Fuzzy Multi Criteria Decision Making :6). ] ع

www.elsevier.com/locate/ijrmms

:6S2 Yوب ﯾ

:6).  ان#8 -٣

Welding process selection for repairing nodular cast iron engine block by integrated
fuzzy data envelopment analysis and TOPSIS approaches
:(Abstract)6). 6B13

The selection of welding process is one of the most significant decision making
problems and it requires a wide range of information in accordance with the type of
product. Hence, the automation of knowledge through a knowledge-based system will
greatly enhance the decision-making process. A combined fuzzy data envelopment
analysis (DEA) and TOPSIS is proposed to investigate the relative welding process
selection factors and it can compare and evaluate different welding processes. The
proposed approach compares each decision making unit (DMU) with the worst and the
ideal virtual DMU and it ranks them via the relative closeness index. The proposed
approach is used for ranking eleven welding processes which are commonly used for
repairing nodular cast iron engine block in four cases and it is shown that the approach
is sensitive to changes in dataset.
Materials and Design :6S2
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Fuzzy Data Envelopment Analysis :6). ] ع

www.elsevier.com/locate/matdes
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A fuzzy multi-attribute approach to select the welding process at high pressure vessel
manufacturing
:(Abstract)6). 6B13

Metal welding process selection calls for extensive know-how which deals with a huge
amount of knowledge. Hence, the automation of knowledge through a knowledgebased system will greatly enhance the decision-making process. Fuzzy analytical
hierarchy process (AHP)-TOPSIS investigates the relative welding process selection
factors and it can compare and evaluate different welding processes between 0 and 1.
This paper describes a knowledge-base system developed for identifying the most
appropriate welding processes to suit specific circumstances. In the present study, nine
important welding processes were used in the system. Ten parameters namely alloy
class, material thickness, deposition rate, design application, joint configuration,
operator factor, capital cost, equipment portability, filler metal utilization and welding
position, are used to determine the best selection among competitive welding
processes for high pressure vessel production. Also the sensitivity analysis was carried
out for five cases.
Journal of Manufacturing Processes :6S2
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Fuzzy Multi Criteria Decision Making :6). ] ع

www.elsevier.com/locate/manpro
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:6).  ان#8 -~

A Multi-objective Slack Based Measure of Efficiency Model for Weight Derivation in
the Analytic Hierarchy Process
:(Abstract)6). 6B13

The DEAHP which is a Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) model for weight
derivation in the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), has been found to have some
fundamental drawbacks. The principal drawback of DEAHP is that it is only powerful
in weight generation for completely consistent pairwise comparison matrices but it
may generate illogical and counterintuitive weights for matrices with acceptable
consistency ratio. In this paper, a multi objective non-radial DEA model is proposed
for weight derivation and aggregation in AHP. It will be shown that the proposed
model generates true weights for completely consistent pairwise comparison matrices
in addition to producing logical weights for matrices with satisfactory consistency
ratio. The proposed model is applied in a hierarchical structure in order to verify its
performance in weight generation and aggregation. Finally, the local weights vector
for a large scale pairwise comparison matrix is obtained.
Journal of Applied Sciences :6S2 !م
Fuzzy Data Envelopment Analysis :6). ] ع

http://scialert.net/jindex.php?issn=1812-5654
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A Hybrid Response Surface Methodology and Simulated Annealing Algorithm: A
Case Study on the Optimization of Shrinkage and Warpage of a Fuel Filter
:(Abstract)6). 6B13

In this study, a systematic methodology based on the response surface methodology is
coupled with an effective SA algorithm to find the optimum process parameter values.
Due to the complexity of injection molding, numerous mathematical models have been
proposed and extensively developed. Efficient minimization of shrinkage and warpage
on the fuel filter in the injection molding process by response surface methodology
and simulated annealing algorithm is investigated. Process parameters such as mold
temperature, melt temperature, injection pressure are considered as model variables.
The response surface model is interfaced with an effective SA algorithm to find the
optimum process parameter values.
world applied science journal :6S2
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Optimization :6). ] ع

www.wasj.org
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:6).  ان#8 -٧

A Hybrid Intelligent Algorithm for a Fuzzy p-hub Median Problem
:(Abstract)6). 6B13

The hub location problem is concerned with locating hub facilities and allocating
demand nodes to hubs in order to route the traffic between origin-destination pairs
efficiently. In this paper, we propose a bi-objective mathematical model by
introducing the objective of minimizing the maximum waiting time on the hubs along
with the traditional cost minimizing objective function. Both the waiting time and cost
functions are treated in a fuzzy environment considering the fuzzy flows and service
rates. Two different fuzzy programming models are provided for this problem
according to different criteria. For solving the proposed fuzzy models, some hybrid
intelligent algorithms are designed by embedding fuzzy simulations into a simulated
annealing algorithm. Finally, the numerical results are reported.
world applied science journal :6S2
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